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Em4MARY
A general matrix method is developed for the solution of
characteristic-valueproblems of the type arising in many physical appli-
cations. The scheme employed is essentially that of Gauss and Seidel
with appropriate modifications to make it applicable to characteristic- “
value problems. An iterative procedure produces a sequence of estimates
to the answer; and exlmapolation techniques, based upon previous be-
havior of iterants, are utilized in speeding convergence. Theoretically
sound limits are placed on the magnitude of the extrapolation that may be
y tolerated.
E This matrti method is applied to the problem of finding criticality
.
and neutron fluxes h a nuclear reactor with control rods. The two-
dimensional finite-difference appr~tion to the two-group neutron-
diffusion equations is treated. Results for this example are indicated.
The calculations were performed on the JEM card-programmed
SNTROIHJCTION
A geneml matrix method is developed for the solution of
calculator.
characteristic-vslueproblems of a type srising h many physical appli-
cations. The method of this paper is essentially that of Gauss and
Seidel (ref. 1), which itself is but a special case of the method of con-
Jugate gadients {ref. 2}. The adaptation of the Gauss-Seidel technique
to the characteristic-valueprobkn calJs for a means of computing suc-
cessive estimates of the characteristic value as well as the vector.
This calculation is made to rely upon Turner’s technique (ref. 3) for
assigning a meaning to the ratio of two vectors.
Extrapolation techniques are also employed to speed up the conver-
gence of the iterative process. One of these is based on Turner’s orig-
. ti fo~ (ref. 3), and the other is a slightly more complicated
modification.
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The number of
theoretically here
a suitable form at
The method is
iterations required for convergence is Dot studied
as h the “n-step”methods, but the minimization of
each step is derived.
applied to two-group neutron-diffusion equations.
The calculations were performed on IBM equipment at the NACA Lewis
laboratory by Mary J. Wjnter.
SYMBOLS
The following syaibolssre used in this report:
A,B,L,U matrices
BZ2 axiel leakage
D,E,F,G,J,X vectors
h
i,j,k
‘th
Lf2
%h2
N
‘th
r
r
c
Sau=
t
W>a)
Y
~id dimension
tidices
thermal nmltiplication constant
average square slowing down length for fast neutrons
average square dflfusion length for themal neutrons
number of nuclei per cc
resonsmce escape probability
radial coordinate
core radius
{
1 U>o
-1 U<o
Ou=o
reflector thickness
weight functions
characteristicvalue
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4:1 deviation at ith point of kth iteration (eq. (80))
~(i)
k+l
A actual damping rate
‘r bulk damptig rate
fluxes
1
-I-BZ2
a = %02
%r,t~
b = %,fO ‘% ~~
1
c =7+BZ 2
k%
f ~+Bz2
=%,
-L
hr,fl
m = ~r,thl ‘thl ~ 2
1
-L
Subscripts:
f fast
th thermal
f’. —
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tr transport
o reactor
1 reflector
2 rod
Matrix fonmlation.
where A and B are n
the characteristicvalue
THE MET!EIOD
- Consider the matrix equation
Ax=yBx (1)
x n matrices, X is an n-component vector, and
y is a scalar to be determined. A IIHV be
separated into the sum of two triangular matrices L and U whe~e L
contains all the diagonal elements of the orig@al matrix A.
This sepsra.tion,which anticipates the Gauss-Seidel process, is
effected in the following manner:
A =L+U (2)
Zij = aij J~i; 2ij=o j>i
‘%j= aij J >i; Llij=o j<i,
(3)
(4]
If L is a nonstigular matrix (always true if 2<< # O for all
i), equation (1),
may be multiplied
For a given
msy be calculated
modified to LA .
(L + U)X = yBX (5)
by L-l, giving
(1 + L-%)X = yL-lBX (6)
X, the qwmtities “L-%X and L-%X of equation (6)
without the actual formation of L-l. This fact, which
U very helpful for systems containing large matrices, arises in the fol-
lowing manner and depends upon the triangular nature of L. Let D be
the vector deftied by
D = L-%X (7)
U3
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Then
LD .U’x. c (8]
whence
‘Udl = c1 (9)
gives dl, stice sM. the cl can be coquted from U and X h equa-
tion (8). Then
l~dl + Z22d2 = C2 (lo)
gives ~, and
’31% + ’32% + ’33% = C3 (n)
gives d3, and SO forth,
obtain L-%x. The same
Iterative scheme. -
which may be interpreted
v
so that L-l need not be computed in order to
argument applies to L-lBX.
Equation (6) msy be written
x . TL-%X - L-%X
as defining the iterative scheme
(12)
(13)
in which r~+~ is an esttite to y ,thatcan be calculated from ~.
TO Obkh Tk+l) form the inner product of the vector SgIl L-lB~ with
each side of equation (6); thus,
(sgn L%k, (I + L-%]%)
‘k+l =
(14)
(sgu L-l%, L-%%)
Equations (13) and (14) are the basic equations of the iterative scheme.
Given ~ ‘kJ Yk+l is computed from equation (14) and yk+l and ~
are placed in (13) to yield the next iter&nt Xk+l. This process is
repeated until Xk and Tk+l converge.
Some normalization is necessary h problems of a homogeneous nature.
The simplest method of normalization is to adjust a permanently specified
coordinate of Xk to unity before begimntig each iteration. This is
accomplished by dividing each element of the vector by the specified
ccordkte.
—.-—-—----- -.-—- . ..— ——
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The ratio defined by equation (14) was chosen for
calculation on available punched-card equipment. ‘I’hat
pared to the Rsyleigh quotient (for eq. (13))
(Jk,Q
‘i+l = (Jk, Jk)
where
‘k ‘ ‘-1%
%=(I + L-%)x k
simplicity of
ratio can be com-
(15)
(17)
by noting that each of the relations (14) and (15) constitutes a weighted
(i) 1
SUM of 10Cd (pOiIlt by pOiIlt ) VShG3 Tk+l of y~+l . These local values
are defined by
(18) “
where f) ~d $) sxe the ith components of ~ and
‘k) respec- b
tively. The weighted average associated with (15) is
where
while that associated with (14) is
(19)
(20)
(21)
— — .-
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where
Equation (15) selects that
(22)
111
value of y’
k+l
which minimizes the sum
of equation (6] when that quantity is
The sum of the squsres of the resid-
+1“
of the squares of the residuals
thought of as a function of y~-
uals is not, of course, the only quadratic form that is suitable for
minimization (ref. 2). Consider the expression
which is zero fOr xk = X and yk+l = y. This generally positive quau-
tity can be ndnimized (made closer to its ultimate value zero) by setting
(W Jk,Gk)
(24)
‘k+l = (S= Jk, Jk)
which is equation (14) expressed h terms of J and G.
EQE!As”- To illustrate the convergence of this method in a spe-
cial case, consider the problem of equation (1) with
()A=3-1-1O02 -1-10 -1 3 -10 -1 -2 3 (25) “
and
B=
()
0100
0010
1000 (26)
0000
which has the real solution # = 1.020070, X(2) =1.329658,
(4) =1 109886; T =0.549429 and two solutions withX(3) =1.000000, x .
complex characteristicvalues. This solution was found by the ordinsry
process of solving the characteristic equation.
—-. —...—— .-. ——. — -—z— _—. —.-+.—— .——.=——— — .
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This problm was solved in 15 iterations starting with an tiitial
guess of X0 = (10,100,1,1000). The values of successive iterants,
together with those of y, are listed h the following table. The iter- ~
(3) = 1 at the start of each iteration:ants me normalized so that X,p
n
01 10 I1OOI1OOOI
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
I-1.
12
13
14
15
-0.692996
.271412
.848870
1.132470
1.006120
1.010639
1.024544
1.019872
1.019593
1.020236
1.020078
1.020048
1.020076
1.020071
1.020070
1.069635
.438315
1.565152
1.360721
1.292707
1.337044
1.331918
1.328104
1.329848
1.329788
1.329596
1.329660
1.329665
1.329656
1.329658
1.023212
.812771
1.188384
1.120240
1.097568
1.112348
1.110639
1.109368
1.109949
1.109929
1.109865
1.109886
1.109889
1.109885
1.109886
-10.634589
-1.352353
-.097105
.526554
.592807
.538366
.547271
.551383
.549107
.549291
.549510
.549423
.549422
.549432
.549430
Extrapolation technique. - If, instead of four components, the iter-
snt vector has many components, techniques of e.xhapolation me usualJy
destiable to speed convergence of the process. The technique employed
here, which is due to Turner (ref. 3), attempts to evaluate a bulk dsmp-
tig mte which describes, in an average way, the over-all trend of the
individual components of the iterant vectors.
Assume that each iterant xk is made up of the sum of the solution
X and two error vectors ~ and Fk satisfying the damping relations
%+1=‘%
and
‘k+l = - ‘Fk
(27}
(28)
.
~... -—— —
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Then the follotig relations hold:
%=x
‘1 =x
X2. X
‘3 =x
.-
One my compute
9
+EO+FO “ (29)
+ZEO . ZFO (30)
+ .%O i-.%’O (31)
+ .%O - .%O (32)
(33)
Cu &u
A
v The “vector division” implied in 33 is possible because, under the
[]tiitial assumption of error behavior ( 27 and (28)), the vectors
X3 -~ and Xl -~ are collinear fid therefore differ only inlengbh.
If the error vectors are eliminated from
one obtain~
x3 - #xl
x=
12-T
equations (30) and (32),
(34)
which gives the answer as a
~ and X3.
linear combination of the alternate iterants
suggests that a formula analogous to (34) be
. The difficulty here is that equation (33)
The preceding analysis
used to estimate the answer
maybe meaningless when equations (29)Ito (32) do not hold. To circumvent
this difficulty, a method of computing # is needed. Toward this end,
define ~$~~ bymeansof
and define %2 by means of
T2 =
(35)
(36)
—.. .—. .——..——.-——. —.——. .—. ——-—— -.—.—— –.—— ——. — ———— -- -—-
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The direct analow to equation (14) will be noticed. Equation (36) per-
mits computation, in m average ~W, of the damping of the error vectors.
With %2 availzible,the *rapolated value X‘ of X is computed from
X3 - T?X1
x’ =
12-’c
In case the error is dsmping exactly as assumed
tion (36) gives the value indicated by (33) and
(34); that is, x’ becomes the answer X.
Stice the ideal damping behavior is rarely
titerest to examine the effect of the preceding
ents.
where
and
hold.
lowing
(37)
in (27) and (28), equa-
equation (37) reduces to
an actuslity, it is of
process on error compon-
--
Suppose that ~ is more adequately represented by
z
n ~(i)%=x+ o
i=l
E&i) ha9 a damping rate (positive or negative) of Ii. Then
n
X3=x+
z
3 *(i)
‘i o
i=l
(38)
(39)
(40)
The extrapolation tidicated in equation (37) now yields the fol-
relation between we esttite X‘ and the answer X:
(41)
This interpretation is useful, since it indicates the damping effect
upon the errors of three iterations and one extrapolateion.
If, for s~lici~, one of the errors
E(i)
and its damp- rate
\ are designated by E and X, respective,
R{X,’r)= (X2 - ‘C2)XJ-2
.7
then
(42)
—
—
.—-.
—
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gives the damping of this error component as a result of j iterations
.
and one extrapolation. The “efireme” value of
farthest from zero; i.e.,
setting
g
Thisyields
farthest from maximum
~d-1 .Tz(j - @3
1-P
as the equation to be solved for the values of
R (actually that value
damping) may be found %Y
= o (43)
(44)
1 which are associated
2fJ with the-errors that receive the minimum daqing fram the process of j
$ iterations and one extrapolation. Equatio~ (42) and (44) give R*(z),
y the extreme value of R, as a function only of 7 and j:
H
C2
.
-24 1R@(~) =1 —
()
J-2@
-=2j-2 j (45)
‘ZOftid the value of ‘cZ so that this function (R~) cannot exceed the
bounds a - that is, so that the slowest damping caqonent (and hence
all components) ctiot increase though
in absolute value than the least of the
‘(+b$””
extrapolateion - T must be less
rmts of
-=2+1=0 (46)
.
~ 0~ such ‘rG are used, the convergence of the process cannot be
impairedby the extrapolation.
Suppose now that the previous value of R(X,’C) is replaced by the
fozmwla
(47)
In formula (47), j ~ 4. The second factor places a zero (max.
damptig) at just the points of rein- ztig, that is, at the values
of k detemnined by (44). H now dR/dX is taken as zero and the limit
H is placed upon the resulttig R-(~), the l~t~g safe v~ue~ of
=2
are obtatied by finding the least of the roots of .
-.—. _—
—-.—- -
._ ——
_____ .. .—
—,-
. .. . . ..— —-.-— -. --—
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[
Jrj -2(J - l)rj-2+ (j - 1[ 12$-4TSAj-2(j-l)#+(j-4)T4 =0
(48)
where r2 satisfies
r2=(j-l)(j -2)* ~5j2-12j+4
S2
(49}
The revised formula (47) has both the effect of ensuring that no compo-
nent will be impaired in its daurpingby the extrapolation and also that
the least rapidly dsmqdng component receives a zero contribution h the
extrapolation.
Since, as before, for some error component E,
Xj=X+AjE (50]
‘j-2 = x -i-XJ-% (51)
‘j-4 = x + x% (52)
in which X represents the answer, the spectiicaticm of (47) as a alar-
mingformula implies
x’ = X + jxj-2(s- 1)%2XS-2+‘J- )~Aj-4E (53)
j- 2(j - 1}T2 + (j - 2)-c4
where X‘ is the extrapolated value of Xj.
are eltited fran (53) using the relations
If XjE, Xj-%, and Aj-%
(50), (51), and (52), then
jx - 2[j - l)#xj-2 + (j - 2)~~j-4
*1 =
j- Z(j ‘-1]’C2+ {j - 2)T4
(54)
Comparison of (42)(with j = 3) with (37) on one hand and of (47)
with {54) on the other hand leads to the folJ-owingvalid rule of thuib
to obtain the extrapolated value of X for a given daqdmg function:
Replace the power x., of X h the dsmpjng function by X2; the resuJ-t-
@ ltiear conibinationof alternate iterants is the formula for the ex-
trapolated X. It is easw verified that the validity of this arises
fran the manner in which the error vectors axe assumed to behave.
—.— —.—
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The smallest reds of equations (46) and (48) are listed in the
following tables:
L?J
m
*
m
I Eq. (46)
J
4
6
a
10
‘Tz
0.8284
.8941
.9233
.9399
Eq. (48)
J
4
6
8
10
T2
).6667
.8745
.9213
.9427
These are the ~er Mmits of the “safe” values of # within the frame-
work of the deftiition.
AI?PKEGATIONTO REACTOR THEORY
General remarks. - Multigroup reactor equations can be
principle, by the present method. The number of components
solution, to be discussed in detafi later, is approximately
solved, h
in the vector
equal to the
product of the number of grid points and the number of groups in the mul-
tigroup scheme. An extreme increase in the numiberof these elements
lengthens the problem considerably. The calculations here are performed
in accordance with two-group neutron-diffusion theory.
The two-dhensional reactor with control rods, which is considered
later, is suited to two-group calcti.tibns, since the control rods sre
particularly effective on the thermal group and two-group calculations
are good for thermal assemblies.
The following illustration is introduced to show the general prin-
ciples of the matrti setup h detail. These principles do not chmge
for the more complicated two-dhensional probla that is treated later.
A relatively simple one-dimensionalproblem has been chosen to illustrate
the detailed setup and the consequent matrix.
Exsmple of two-group diffusion equations. - The one-dtiensionsl dM-
fuslon equations for a reflected thermal reactor of slab gecmetry are
(ref. 4)
dz~f -a,Q
= f = - ‘bqth
(55)
-.. —.—. ——. . — — —.
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aud
for the core, and
and
d29th
“’%h+dqf ‘0dx2 -
d%f
—- f’Qy=o
dx2
d%th
— - g’Qth
dx2
+*f=o
.,
(56) -
(57)
(58)
for the reflector.
The parameters a’, b, C’, ~, f’, g’, and m are defined in the list
of symbols; T is the characteristicvalue of the system aud equals 1 for
criticality. When T converges to a value other than unity, the uranium
concentration is adjusted and the process repeated.
The differential equations (55) to (58) me replaced by finite-
difference equations; the operation d2V/Cbc2 is estimatedby means of
the approximate formula
h2 &
dx2I +qJ-2Q‘Qj+l j-1 d (59)
where the points of
a finite-differerice
Ix=xii
the region are numbered in order as grid points of
net, and h ti the distance between successive
points. In the follo~g, rc is the core radius,
reactor radius, and point 6 lies on the ~terface:
. .
.
. 0 .1 “
. .
.
. .
.
0123456789
0
‘c rC+t
The boundarv conditions are that the f~t ~d
rC+t the complete
thermal flux have zero m
current across the plane of symnetry (x=o). This condition
(60)
—
.—
—.
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can be approximated by
Q~ - Q.
h ‘0 (60a)
for both gf and @th. The condition of conttiui.tyof currents at the
interface is met by approximating the derivatives in the expression
tro % ‘rc -0)= -%1% “C + 0)-1
for both the fast and thermal
the flux be zero at the outer
by 41 and the thermal.by v,
Equation
J
o
6
(61)
fluxes. The remaining condition is that
boundary. If the fast flux is designated
the system becomes:
‘?1 - f!.
h
‘J.tl + ‘J-1 - 2qj
h2
8 ‘7
- 2Q8
-f’Q8 = O which incorporates Qg = O
h2
for the fast-balance equations and, for the thermals: J
(62)
.—— —
___ ._ .——— ——
.16
Equation
i
o V1-vo=o
1-5
me V=iabks Q() ‘o *8
to X8 ad X9 to %7)
equations is presented in
titroduced:
$7 -$6
%?,thl h
g’lJ7+ mq)~ = o
which ticorporates
tO V. ~ now he
respectively.
figwe 1. The
% = l/h2
Ah = 2/h2 +
Fh = 2/h2 +
~ = 2/h2 +
‘h = 2/h2 +
NACA TN 351J.
(63)
The matrix formulation of these
following synibolshave been
a
f
c
g
~ . \r,fO
%,fl
‘=*
review the general.Recapitulatim. - To
to two-grot!preactor equations, consider the
(64)
(65)
(66)
(67)
(68)
(69)
(70)
application of the method
following broad outline of
this process:
(l) Write thetwo-goup eqmtions tiththep=-ter y introduced
as a multiplier of the production term of the fast-b-cc equatio~.
—.—
.—
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(2) Express the differmtid. equations
approx~tions so that they beccme a ltiear
associated with equation (1).
17
by their finite-difference
algebraic set of the type
(3) Perform such iterations and erlmapola.tionsas necessary to ob-
tain well-converged values of y and X.
(4) Adjust the uranium concentration and repeat step (3) using the
orig~ answer from (3) for the initial guess ~. The concentration
should be chsmged so that T + 1.
(5) Repeat (3) and (4) until T converges. If criticality is
desired, change the concentration so that the converged values of y+ 1.
TWO-DIMENSIONALlMMl!OR W3ZEHC!ON’IROLROlX5
Gearnetryof reactor. - The reactor (see fig. 2) is cyltidrical and
water-reflected with core cmrposed of aluminum, water, and uranium, which
‘y are assmed to be homogeneously tied. The height of the reactor is 70
g centheters, the outside radius 50 centimeters, and the core radius 32
centtit era. T?tiecadmium control rods are inserted in the core; one, a
cylindrical rod of 2-centtiter radius, is centered almg the axis of the
reactor. The rematitig eight rods are equally spaced on a radius of 24
centhneters and are shaped so as to be bounded by coordinate surfaces.
Each of these rods extends over a radial distance of 4 centhters and
subtends a central angle of 9°.
The symnetry of this assmb~ is am important factor in makhg solu-
tion of the reactor problem feasible. The flux h the 45° sector indi-
cated in figure 2 is adequate to represent the flux in the enttie reactor;
b fact, additional.sytmuetrywithin the sector implies that only half
the sector need be considered. The three-dimensionalproblem is made
two-dimensional (computation-wise) by esthating the neutron leakage h
the -al direction due to the ftiite height of the reactor. This is
based upon an axial cosine distribution similar to the bare pile solution
(eq. (75)).
Composition and nuclear parameters. - The core volume is proportioned
between the water (p = 1 g/cc) and aluminum by assuming a volume ratio of
aluminum to water of 0.76. The nuclear diffusion constants for the core -
and reflector are listed in the following tables. The subscripts O, 1, 2
refer to the core, reflector, and rod regions of the reactor, respectively:
... ——-—---- ——. .—
—.-.. ———~.—— ——-— ——— —- —--— ———
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1- Thermal
mZone %2 Ifo 64 3.781 33 3.432 -- 4.35 I 21%‘one ‘thm1 , z‘th ‘th0.95 1.675.98 ----- U.J
-.
Parameters for the rod regions are unnecessary because of the sim- %
plified treatment of the rod, in which the thermal neutron flux is assumed
to vanish on the rod boundary and the radial and sxial leakages are as-
sumed to balance h the abs~ce of fast
The thermal parameters in the preceding
*H
an atom ratio of — of 350; these, of
N“
umnium concentrateions.
Equations and boundsry conditions.
4) for the”core sre taken to be
neutron absorption p~ocesses.
table are those associated with
course, change for different
- The two-group equations (ref.
() %,thO 1V%m - ~+B~~fo= ‘TA ‘thO ~ %hO = o (71)%0 tr,fO ‘thO
and
‘2Qtho-(~+ ’~)’t,lo+t:::optho~ ’fo=o ’72)
All.the parameters of equations (71) and (72) are the ordinary nuclear
ones, except the arbitrarily hserted T, which is a measure of the crit-
icality and is equal to 1 for a critical assedily.
In the reflector the two-group diffusion equations take the form
v2Qfl - ()-+-+B: (pfl
‘f 1
= o (73)
.
(74)
-——. .
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whfie the fasb-diffusion equation for the rods is taken to be
#&f2 - B~4Jf2= O (75)
.
Any change in rod boundary conditions would not affect the general princi-
ples of the numerical scheme. As will be seen from the boundary condi-
tions, the thermal neutrons do not require a diffusion e uation within
3
the rods. The region considered in the problem is a 22; sector (of the
u circle of fig. 2), one side of which passes through the center of one of
~ the outlying rods. This is illustrated in figure 3. The symmetry of theCn
over-all reactor @lies that the normal derivatives of the flux across
the surfaces A and B sre zero. This @lies that the flux at all
.
points of the circle of figure 2 can be found by solution for the flux
s only in the sector indicated in figure 3. The condition ofwontinuity
c) of fluxes and currents is involved at the core-reflector interface, in-
s dicatedby C in figure 3. The vanishing of the fast and thermal flux
~ at the outer boundary (D) is also required. The thermal flux U taken
H
o as zero on the edge of the control rod, and the continuity of the fast
flux and current is considered to hold on the core-rod interfaces. The.,
details of the mathematical fornmlation of these conditions are deferred
until the general discussion of the difference equations.
Finite-difference equations. - In order to write the reactor equa-
tions as finite-difference approximations,the sector of fi~e 3 is
divided tito a~id net of points. The flux is determined by solution
of the linear algebraic system of equations which result from writ-
the finite-differenceapproxhnation to the fast- and thermal-diffusion
equations at each point. The grid arrangement used in the present prob-
lems is indicated in figure 4. The thermal flux (components1 to 139 of
the vector solution) has the following breakclo~minto groups of compo-
nents: reflector (1 to 73), core-reflebtor interface (74 to 79), core
(80 to 139). The fast flux (140 to 291) has the following breakdown:
reflector (140 to 212), core-reflector titerface (213 to 218), core (215
to 284), control rods (231, 232, 237, 238, 243, 244, and 285 to 291).
The number of components associated with the thermal.and fast flw~es,
respectively, differs because of the assignment of boundary conditions at
the control rods, which brings the fast flux into a larger area of
definition.
For two-dtiensional cylindrical.geometry, the operation of the form
v2~ iS givenby
V2
#
+1 a + d2
=— ———
&2 r a be2
.
(76)
.— .. . -- ——..—.—— .— ——————— —. .———. _ — —— —
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This form is to be replaced by a clifference operation that relates each
petit to its four nearest neighbors. If the point in question is desig-
na.ted by the mibscript zero and the others are
1
.
hr
4 -h60* he-2 tr=
%
.
3
where ~ and he are the grid widths h the r and O directions,
respectively, then at Q = q. the fo~owing a@prox5mation is used:
(fE+*)Qo (77)
(and barring certati exceptional potits to beWith this designation
Mscussd later), one may move frm petit to point on the grid and write
equations of neutron balsmce for each of the two neutron groups.
The following equations may be taken as typical illustrations:
Thermal-balance equation 93 (see fig. 4):
(++*)x8’+(&+’Jx’7+*“ 2 ”4)-
( 7 A—— — tr,fO ~tho ~ X234 = O (7’)h~2 + h~;r2 + ~~02 + ‘z ’93 + ‘tr tho Lf02>
—.— –. —
.—
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Fast-balance equation 234:
(3++)X228+(?*)X24”+*‘%33+X235)-
2
)
—+ 1 2X %r,thO 1~+Bz
he2r2 234 = - T ~r ~. kth” 7’93 (“)
‘fo Y LthO
In contradistinctionto equations (78) and (79), there are certain
special equations which hold at the exceptional points referred to
earlier. These eqmtions result from one or more of the following
conditions:
(1) CO?lttiuityof currents at titerface*
(2) Zero flux at the outside bmmdary
(3) Zero current across planes of symmetry
(4) change in grid dhensions
Condition (1) is treated by matching a suitable ratio of normal -
derivatives from either side of the interface. Each of these de-
rivatives is evaluated by a five-point differentiation formula. con-
dition (2) is treated by writing the difference approximation to the
diffusion equation for points adjacent to the outside boundary with
zero replacing the flux at the boundary point.
Condition (3) is accounted for by Writ@ the diffusion equation of
a point on the plane assuming the same flux at grid points on either side
of the plane. For condition (4), e-wise interpolation formulas are used
to define fluxes at the potits marked “X” on figure 4, and these me uti-
lized, where needed, in writtig diffusion equations in the ftier net. If
each equation of the set is written in order and the production terms are
isolated as illustrated h equation (71), then the matrti equation con-
structed from the approximate finite difference may be written in the
formof equation (l).
The matrix B is singular, largely consisting of zero elements with
an essentially diagonal group of nonzero terms somewhat off the leadhg
diagonal. The matrix A has a substantial number of nonzero elements
crowded quite close to the leading diagonal. This latter situation is
numerically desirable, as elements far from the leading diagonal tend to
slow the convergence of n~rical processes.
. —-— — —._..__ . ____
.-— —..-...—
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If criticality is desired, the concentration of fissionable material
is adjusted, after y and X have converged, and a whole new set of
calculations is run until a new value for y is reached. This process
may be continued until y = 1.
The methti can also be used to cmnpute reactivity changes; the cal-
culation ttie is again shortened considerably if flux distributions are
not demanded.
Solutions of two-dimensiond problem. - The results
tions of the supercritical (y = O.948) case are shown in
Figure 5 gives the fast flux as a function of r for e
180. T’hecontrol rods have no mibstantial effect on the
ure 6 gives the correspondingthermal flux and shows the
of the calcula-
figures 5 to 7.
= 0°, 9°, and
fast flux. Fig-
localized effect
of the control reds. Figure 7 presents iso-flux contours of the thermal
flux. The 0.19 contours in the reflector and the 0.234 contour in the
core represent relative ma@mums.
COMMENTS ON APPIJLMICON OF THE MEWHOD
A number of numerical quantities
evaluate the degree of convergence of
of these quantities is the sum of the
may be formed b~ considedbg the fact
may be examined in an attempt to
a system. One of the most natural
squsmes of the residuals. Another
that, as the limit is approached,
the ratio y&)T
J
must tend toward unity.
k+l
This means that the devia-
tion defined by
(80)
must tend toward zero. The average absolute value of the deviation,
sumned over sJL points of the reactor is
where n is the nuriberof reactor points.
(81}
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An illustration of the behavior of this quantity is giv& h the
following table:
6 0.02199 0.2133
15 .02551 .3156
22 .00254 .0147
31 .00130 .0113
40 .000793 .0061
49 .~028 .0027
The itersmts listed are those which just precede the ~rapolation proc-
ess. These sre chosen so as to minimize the effect of fluctuations in-
troduced by the @rapolation technique. .
These illustrative values come from the second general process;
that is, after y had converged to 1.2064, the concentration (ad hence
elements of the matrices A and B) was chsmged and a new series of itera-
tions begun. This converged (more rapidly than the first run) to a
value of 0.948.
To esthate the value of urmium concentration needed for the new
run, the equation
1.2064 ~h (old) = kth (new) (82)
was used to compute a new k+h from which to obtain a new concentration.
This formula is an apprmimation, since the tiluence of a change in con-
centration upon ~h2 is appreciable. The better rate of convergence of
the second rim is causedby the fact that the flux is relatively tide-
pendent of the characteristicvalue so that the initial estimate for the
second run was a relatively good one.
Al
(i)The quantity +1 reflects the convergence of y, which is faster
than that of the vdctor’ X.
In order
quantities
to deterndne the degee of
n’
Ilz(i) n%+1=~ak+~=&l id
convergence of X, consider the
(83)
——— —.—z — . —.
... . . .
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IJi) %+1k+l ‘n (84)
and the madmum
H
Ji) I l=~e~ieted by f!k+l + . ‘lypicalval.uesof these
quantities sre as fo~ows:
1-
‘+1 %+1
S1.1 0.0099
122 .0083
133 .0049
144 .0028
155 l 0022
~1.206
0.000031
.000028
.000017
.moolo
.0@308
1.000269
.000176
.000157
.0000904
.om709
k+l
6
15
22
31
40
T = 0.948
0.3299 0.001137
.2139 .000735
.0223 .000077
.0044 .000015
.0020 .000007
Ji)IIk+l -
0.0Q918
.00530
.000204
.0000666
.00C0245
The sums of the squares of the residuals for the two cases y = 1.206
and T = 0.948 are as follows:
y = 1.206
k+l
122
133
144
155
~ Ri2
9.44xlo-[
4.9W1O-7
2.66X10-7
8.60X10-8
5.37X1O-8
r = 0.948
k+l
6
15
22
31
40
~ Ri2
1.53Kl.o-3
3.51X1O-4
1.8QX1O-6
1.22X1O-7
1.99X10-9
Several general obsemations can be made about the process:
(1} ‘lhenuuiberof iterations ti this problem starttig fran an initial
guess to a well-converged value of X was about 150 to 175.
(2) In general, 8 to 10 iterationsbetween extrapolations seem desir-
able, as the use of too few iterations does not allow the establishment of
a fairly uniform damping rate.
—
(3) The @rapola.tion fornml.aof equation {37) seems best for rough
estimates where error components =e be~ dsmped rapidly; that of equa-
tion (54) sems to be superior for later extrapolationswhere one is
closer to the solution.
—-— —— ..———
-———
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(4) When computed values of # exceed the upper Mnit, they ~
be replaced by the lhit from the tables giving roots of equations (46)
and (48) and etirapolation carried out, or two more iterations performed
with & recomputed until it falls within prescribed l~ts.
The follotig table gives the sumof the sqyares of the residuals
for (a) direct iteration from X31 to X49, (b) 8 iterations from X31
fol.1.owedbyetirapol&ion with “Zz ssfe” when “~ c~uted” was too
lsrge, then iteration to X49, (c) 8 iterations from X31 fo~owed by
2 iterations and a test until “+ computed” was less thaa ‘%z safe,”
then extrapolation followed by iteration to x:49
mCase 2Ri2a 1.35X10-7b 3.44X10-9
Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
Cleveland, Ohio, Msy 12, 1955
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Figure 1. - Matrix formulation of equatlona (62) and (63).
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Figure 7.
- Contow llnes for thermal flux.
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